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BloggerDashboard Launches Cheap Web Hosting
Review Guide for 2014
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With the new year just around the corner, many web developers and bloggers
will begin the hunt for a new host for a fresh idea, prompting
BloggerDashboard.net to put together a series cheap web hosting reviews for
their updated 2014 guide.

(Newswire.net -- December 6, 2013)  San Diego, CA  -- While it is often assumed that bloggers who write
professionally or as a hobby know exactly what web hosts would be the best for their needs, the opposite is true in
many cases. These internet wordsmiths may know their way around a word processor, but that does not necessarily
mean they know their way around web hosts nearly as well. Setting fonts, text size, italics and bolding is a relative
cakewalk compared to the complexities behind choices like ASP, cPanel and PHP version requirements.

 

To address the concerns of online writers who fall into that camp, a fairly new site called Blogger Dashboard has put
together a surprisingly concise and informative review guide titled "Top 10 Best Cheap Web Hosting Reviews For
2014". It is a veritable goldmine for those looking to find an honest collection of the some of the best web hosting
reviews around.

 

Blogger Dashboard takes this level of trustworthy assistance to wide lengths as well. With numerous informational
articles with topics like resume creation and job descriptions to important items that bloggers should have in their
writer's toolboxes, the site prides itself on offering everyone access to a truly helpful array of data and suggestions.
Likewise, as the site offers a dynamic presentation, users browsing on cell phones and tablets will have an easy time
getting around the site, offering bloggers everywhere a chance to hone their skills whether at home or on the go.

 

Visitors to BloggerDashboard.net do not have to wait to see which cheap web hosts are going to be the best for 2014
as that previously mentioned guide is already prominently featured on the site's top menu bar on its browser-based
layout. Likewise, the guide is broken into two helpful sections based on the users' locations. One focuses on web
hosts for site builders in the United States and the other discusses hosting options for residents of the United
Kingdom.

 

By offering so much vital information in a considerably brief multi-site review article, Blogger Dashboard has set itself
apart from much of its competition by acting preemptively on an important issue and helping the uninitiated get their
bearings in the oft-complicated world of web development. It is really no wonder the site is already in the top one
percent of websites in the United States only a year after its creation.
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